WSB Writing Lab Map and Directions

Write Wolverine!

Map
The WSB Writing Lab is located in the alcove area just off of WB 146f.

Directions

Coming from the Browning Administration building:
- The WSB Writing Lab is located on the 1st floor of the Woodbury Business building.
- Enter the WB building from the BA building by walking east.
- Turn left to enter the WB back hallway.
- Make a second left turn into the Entrepreneurship Institute (formerly International Student Center), WB 147.
- Continue through the main entrance and straight down the hallway. The WSB Writing Lab is located on the left side of the hallway in WB 145A.

Coming from the Student Center or Losee Center:
- The WSB Writing Lab is located on the 1st floor of the Woodbury Business building.
- Enter the WB building from the SC or LC buildings via the northeast hallway.
- Turn left from the LC building, or take a slight right from the SC building to enter the WB back hallway.
- Turn right to enter the Entrepreneurship Institute (formerly International Student Center), WB 147.
- Continue through the main entrance and straight down the hallway. The WSB Writing Lab is located on the left side of the hallway in WB 145A.